ContiEarth™
›

Application
Rigid dump trucks are built to haul heavy loads over long distances in rough terrain. In these severe
applications tyres have to offer stability and traction even at higher speeds. Our RDT-Master pattern
was primarily designed for ground conditions that range from muddy to gravelly terrain.
Our RDT-Master is available in two different compound concepts:
Standard (ST)

Cut resistant (CR)

A well balanced intermediate compound which covers
longer load cycles than its cut resistant counterpart

New compound for operations in aggressive terrain
where resistance to cut and chip are predominantly
required. In operations with shorter load cycles and

thus overall operating hour performance.
wear resistance for an extra-long mileage.

Now available

Deep tread

Open shoulder design

For high carcass protection
against cuts & damage
by foreign objects

For good self-cleaning
abilities

Cut resistant compound
For maximum traction

Polymer meshing system
for extraordinary resistance
to surface stress
Assures optimum cut
and abrasion resistance
on rough terrain
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Ready for ContiPressureCheck™
All our radial earthmover tyres are equipped with
pressure and temperature of the tyre and can transmit the
information in real time to the ContiPressureCheck™ system.
For more information please check out
www.continental-tyres.co.uk/specialty/solutions

Transport
Article no.

Tyre size

1270474
1270475

Loader

Type

SR / PR LI/SS

SR / PR LI/SS

Rim

Overall diam.
mm (inch)

Overall width
mm (inch)

Tread depth
mm (32“)

18.00R33 ST E4

TL

2*

191B

-

-

33x13.00/2.5

1873 (73.7)

518 (20.4)

54 (68/32)

21.00R33 ST E4

TL

2*

200B

-

-

33x15.00/3.0

2000 (78.7)

603 (23.7)

58 (73/32)

1270476

24.00R35 ST E4

TL

2*

209B

-

-

35x17.00/3.5

2180 (85.8)

670 (26.4)

70 (88/32)

1270481

18.00R33 CR E4

TL

2*

191B

-

-

33x13.00/2.5

1873 (73.7)

518 (20.4)

54 (68/32)

1270482

21.00R33 CR E4

TL

2*

200B

-

-

33x15.00/3.0

2000 (78.7)

603 (23.7)

58 (73/32)

1270483

24.00R35 CR E4

TL

2*

209B

-

-

35x17.00/3.5

2180 (85.8)

670 (26.4)

70 (88/32)

SR:

TRA
code

Star Rating for radial tyres

PR: Ply Rating for x-ply tyres

For further technical information, see data sheets

LI:

Load Index

SS:

Speed Symbol

For details regarding product availability, please
contact your local sales representative.
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